Hoopsters Lose East Crown To Oneonta, 47-46

Albany Finishes Second In Tournament, Ford Wins MVP As Advances

In Mike Philbrick

Junior Mike McGinnis’ 21 points were not enough to help the Unionbears last night as they lost to Oneonta in the final round of the NCAA regional tournament. Oneonta won 47-46, becoming the NCAA Division III East Region Champions.

"The game was a big one," said Coach Philbrick. "It was a great opportunity for our team to showcase their skills and compete at a high level." Oneonta dominated the game, leading by as much as 14 points at one point in the first half.

The game was well-played by both teams, with Oneonta maintaining a strong defense throughout. The Unionbears fought back in the second half, bringing the score within single digits, but Oneonta’s experience and skill proved too much for the Unionbears.

"We knew it was going to be a tough game," said McGinnis. "They are a great team and we had to play our best to have a chance." McGinnis’ 21 points were the highest-scoring for the Unionbears, with 5 assists and 5 rebounds.

The Unionbears will now prepare for the upcoming season, with their sights set on bringing home the East Championship next year.

Benecke To Be Arrested Today

by Thomas Marnello

New 9-Pond President Mitchell Benecke will be arrested today according to University Police. Benecke is expected to be brought to the Capital Detention Office currently in Albany to await bail.

"We will have to wait and see how things develop," said University Police Chief John Conlon. "The charges have not been made public at this time, but we are confident in the evidence we have gathered.

The arrest warrant was signed by District Attorney James Smith, and the charges include theft of services, larceny, and criminal mischief.

Benecke was arrested after being caught on a surveillance camera inside the Unionbears’ locker room. He was found with a large sum of cash and had been using a fake ID to access the facility.

"We take these matters very seriously," said Conlon. "Our priority is to ensure the safety and wellbeing of the students and faculty at our university."

The Unionbears’ season has been marred by controversy, with allegations of academic dishonesty and financial mismanagement.

Ten Breeck Rent Hunt Likes

by Mark Cazzetta

An estimated 60 percent of the student body at the Ten Breeck Apartments is interested in joining the hunting club, according to Ten Breeck Property Managers. "We're seeing a lot of interest in the hunting club," said Manager Bob Stengel. "The club is a great way to meet new people and enjoy the outdoors.

"We have a limited number of spots available," said Stengel. "But we're open to hearing from anyone interested in hunting.

The residents of Ten Breeck Manor Apartments, some of whom are SUNY students, are having a possible increase in rental rates.

Distribution Requirements May Return

by Kevin Bailey

Distribution requirements may return to SUNY to the 1787-88 academic year, according to Chair of the Committee to Re-institute the University Departmental Examinations. Ray O’Maley, University Departmental Examinations Coordinator, said that the committee is working on a proposal to bring back the distribution requirements into effect.

"We are currently examining the possibility of reintroducing the distribution requirements at the university," said O’Maley. "The committee is considering various options to ensure a fair and comprehensive selection of courses for students.

The committee is also considering a proposal to expand the number of distribution requirements to 10, with a focus on diversity and inclusivity.

One way to move toward this would be an increase in the number of students who are required to take diversity courses.

The University Departmental Examinations Committee has been tasked with reviewing the effectiveness of the distribution requirements and determining if changes are necessary.

The committee is expected to present their findings to the University Senate at a future meeting.
Youth Unemployment On Rise

NEWS BRIEFS

Cartier and Callaghan Veterinary Friendship
WASHINGTON (AP) President Carter is scheduled to meet today with Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and "coordinate treatment of the livestock problem which affects both countries and is an issue of common concern." The President is also expected to discuss "the sensitive subject of fishermen's rights." It is believed that the meeting will be held at the White House. There is speculation that the Prime Minister may also discuss the "Canadian situation of the 1960's" with President Carter. It is believed that the meeting will last for about two hours. The President and Prime Minister will then have dinner at the White House. The meeting will be the first between the two leaders since they last met in 1978.

Ten Broeck
Ten Broeck horse racing is a combination of events that are both exciting and memorable. The horse racing event is a multi-faceted sport that combines athleticism, strategy, and excitement. The horses and jockeys work together to achieve victory, creating a thrilling show for the audience. The Ten Broeck horse racing event is known for its fast-paced action and intense competitiveness. It is a popular activity for both horse racing enthusiasts and casual observers alike. The Ten Broeck horse racing event has a rich history and has been a mainstay in the sport for many years. It is an event that draws crowds from around the world and is widely regarded as one of the most exciting and well-attended horse racing events in the world.

Fieldview Paddock Upgrading
by Richard Mertens
The fieldview paddock is one of the most important areas in the stable area. It is crucial for the health and well-being of the horses. The upgrading of the fieldview paddock will be carried out in stages to ensure that the work is done efficiently and without causing undue stress to the horses. The upgrade will include improving the fieldview paddock facilities, such as the fences and gates, to ensure that they are secure and safe for the horses. Additionally, the upgrade will include improving the fieldview paddock area to create a more comfortable and enjoyable space for the horses.

Students Urged to Boycott Coffee

by Flora Sherrer
Students at the University of Maine are being urged to boycott coffee in response to the high price of coffee, which has raised concerns about the affordability of education. The university administration has issued a statement urging students to consider alternative sources of coffee, such as local coffee shops or grocery stores. The administration has also stated that it is committed to addressing the issue of affordability and will be working to find solutions to ensure that all students have access to affordable coffee.

SA Enters Building Negotiations

by Matthew Cox
The Student Association (SA) has entered into negotiations with the Office of Campus Planning and Facilities to discuss the potential construction of a new student center on campus. The negotiations are being held in an effort to address the growing need for more space for student organizations and activities on campus. The student association is working closely with the Office of Campus Planning and Facilities to ensure that the new student center meets the needs of the student body and is designed to be a welcoming and inclusive space for all students.
Rent a room to a student at Western Ave. A long-term renter for the entire year is looking for a room to rent. The rent is $300 per month. Contact 555-1234.
Last year, the story of their early years won 'Emmys. Now, see them in their White House years.

One of the most celebrated events on television last year was the story of Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt in their early years. Now, Jane Alexander and Edward Herrmann continue their portrayals of the Roosevelts in "Eleanor and Franklin: The White House Years." When does the show start?

- "Eleanor and Franklin: The White House Years"" starts on March 15, 1984, on NBC Channel 13.

IBM

Feature the finest in Deli Sandwiches

Delivering to hoop center Campus Info.

New, open from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Do You Need A Summer Job?

And a Winter Job?

How to find a part-time job for the rest of your college career.

A part-time job with a retirement program? That pay you every month, all year long. For working part of a month and you make a summer offer the first year? That may be the best way to fund your college education...

You need the Guard/Study Program.

Guarding duty at the Armory or the National Guard Armory can be special for college students. It is designed to give students a chance to experience the active military service, to provide them with part-time employment to help meet the cost of living...

The program offers college students the opportunity to be enrolled in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps...
Digging For Roots: Boring and Worthless

By Cary Scott Coleman

Last month, the signs were everywhere. Evidence of an emerging culture was on the street. Shops, bars, and cafes were crowded with people who seemed to be enjoying each other's company. The midnight sun blazed overhead, casting long shadows and revealing the crispness of the night air. The whole city was alive, and we could feel it in our bones.

It's better to be crazy

To the Editor:

Taking on the challenge of the editorial board was a daunting task, but I was up for the challenge. I knew it would be tough, but I was determined to succeed. I met with the other editors and we came up with a plan.

While sitting in the waiting room, I sat with my hands in my pockets, trying to focus. I heard someone call my name and I got up, walked over to the receptionist, and asked for the editor's office. I knocked on the door and waited.

It was late in the evening and we were all tired, but we had a lot of work to do. We spent the night working on the next issue of the magazine, and when we were done, we collapsed onto the couches and fell asleep.

After months of hard work, our magazine was finally done. We were exhausted, but we were also proud of what we had accomplished. It was a huge accomplishment, and it was a privilege to be a part of it.

The receptionist at the front desk was surprised to see us. "What are you doing here?" she asked.

"We're finished," I replied.

"Good job," she said. "I've been waiting for this for a long time."

A moment of silence passed, and then the receptionist turned to us and said, "I'm glad you finally made it."

We smiled and walked out of the building, feeling triumphant.

Amrit Senkey

Good to the last drop

To the Editor:

The School of Public Affairs is rapidly attaining a stature belying its size. The growth has not been without problems, yet it has been for the better.

See page 3A.

Study and recreation once at odds, unite in harmony. See page 3A.

The celebration of the Year of the Snake charmed all. See Page 7A.
Bridge: The Missing Honor

by Tom Wasko

The High Commissioner is not your typical dealer. True, he governs our country by controlling the banks and the communications industry. However, the High Commissioner has a secret weapon in his arsenal: a family of spies who work tirelessly to ensure the stability of our country.

I was the leader of this secret family of spies. My name is Joe Smith, and I was a member of the High Commissioner's Elite Intelligence Unit. Our mission was to protect the country from any threat that could undermine our stability.

One day, while on a mission to infiltrate a secret meeting, I was captured by a group of rebels led by a man named Black Dog. They were planning to launch a terrorist attack on the capital city. But I was able to escape and report back to the High Commissioner.

He was impressed by my bravery and offered me a job in his government. I accepted, and soon I was working as a spy for the High Commissioner.

One day, while I was on a mission to gather intelligence on a rival country, I was ambushed by a group of pirates. I fought them off, but I was captured. I was taken to a secret base on a small island in the middle of the ocean.

The pirates were planning to ransom me, but I had other plans. I had to find a way to escape and return to the High Commissioner. I spent months planning my escape and finally succeeded.

I returned to the High Commissioner's office and reported my success. He was pleased, but he warned me that my work was not yet done. He knew that there was a larger threat that we needed to neutralize.

I was given a new mission: to infiltrate a secret organization called the Black Knights. They were planning to launch an attack on the capital city. I knew that I had to act quickly.

I disguised myself as a member of the Black Knights and was able to gain their trust. I learned that they were planning to use a powerful weapon to bring down the government. I reported this information to the High Commissioner, and he was able to neutralize the threat.

I was hailed as a hero, but I knew that my work was not yet done. I continued to work for the High Commissioner, and I was able to neutralize many more threats.

But my greatest achievement was the day I was able to eliminate the Black Knights. It was a difficult task, but I was able to do it. I was hailed as a hero, and I was rewarded for my service.

I retired from the High Commissioner's Elite Intelligence Unit, but I will always be a spy. I will always be ready to defend my country and its people.

End of story.
**LET'S BUILD A RAINBOW**

**Telethon T-Shirts on Sale in the Campus Center**

$3.00 each - available in pastel colors

Small Medium Large

Put away your spare change.

Pick-up banks in Campus Center.

**TELETHON is March 25-26 at 8:00 p.m. in the CO Ballroom**

---

**LITURGICAL COMPOSING**

By STEPHEN ALMASE

Anton Bruckner (1824-1904) was most
described as writing an opera "la Liturgische, romantisch, voll der
das religiöse, and completely free from all
that is impious. Through in more than
two decades or a period, Bruckner's other works in
the Renaissance of the 19th century. These
symphonies are to this day the most impor-
tant and individual orchestral works of the
Romantic era.

A trained teacher all his days, Bruckner found comfort in his
Catholic faith, and in music for the Christian
singing through music. In his day, he was a
sacredly against, professor of music
theory, and director of choirs. Today he is
more fully appreciated for his choral works.

In his later years, he wrote many
important symphonies and oratorios. His
closest friend was Wagner, and their
friendship is reflected in much of his
work. The themes of the Bruckner symphonies are
often reminiscent of Wagner's operas,
though never in a direct or obvious manner.

**TELETHON is March 25-26 at 8:00 p.m. in the CO Ballroom**

---

**FINALLY**

The definitive guide to Off-Campus Housing is here. Pick up your copy of the

**Survival Guide to Housing**

available starting

Wednesday, March 15

in: all Quad Flagrooms Downtown Dorms Draper Hall Campus Center

The six selected students will receive stipends and course credit.

---

**APPLICATIONS for OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING**

Are you putting yourself through school?
Are you getting a degree on the G.I. Bill?
Are you looking for a hard time making ends meet?

If you are a student veteran, you owe it to yourself to look into the
New York Army National Guard's "Guard Study" program. We can give you some advice and help for your needs, and the skills, you wanted so hard for on active duty.

Regardless of your former branch of service, with Guard Study you can enlist in the New York Army National Guard and be on your way. If you are interested, please call Guard Study for an appointment to see if you qualify.

With Guard Study, you can use what you've already learned, and earn, to do something important for yourself. To make that degree... Just a little bit more manageable. At the same time, you can do something important for all the rest of us.

If you're interested in Guard Study, please call 694-8664, and ask for an appointment.

---

**VETERANS**

Guard Study

HQ, 1-20th Arm, NYARNG
New York National Guard

Albany, NY 12208
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**A ‘Typical’ Revelation**

By ELIOT SCHER

When I came to Alaska for the first time, way back in 1972, I thought I was going on one of the world’s most exciting trips. I was going to be searing off across the open ocean, living in a wonderful environment, and getting to know the local wildlife. I was really looking forward to it.

Before I knew it, I had found myself staring at my computer screen, wondering if I should stay at home. I was sitting in my living room, staring at a blank screen, and wondering what to write.

**The Year of the Snake**

By JOAN ELLSWORTH

Last Saturday about 300 participants learned that Chinese New Year is celebrated by a parade. The event was held in downtown Anchorage. The parade was sponsored by the Chinese New Year Committee and the Chinese American Association of Alaska.

Chinese New Year, also known as the Year of the Snake, is a major event in the Chinese calendar. It is a time of family gatherings, feasts, and cultural celebrations. The snake is considered a symbol of good fortune and prosperity.

The parade began at the Chinese Cultural Center and ended at the Anchorage Museum of History and Art. It featured traditional Chinese music, dance, and dragon and lion dances.

**The fill of the New Chinese Year was a variety show in which the performers were elaborately costumed.**

Lorraine Chiu has been exploring the problems with the food on board. Although some people were able to get outfits on certain days, others were barely made it to the end. She said this was "very upsetting." The food should have around 500 people. We tried complaining to the restaurant.

The fill of the evening was a variety show that was presented after dinner. Carl, master of ceremonies, introduced the opening act, "The Last Dance," a traditional dance that welcomes the New Year with prosperity and a wish. The first costume featured a tremendous dragon-head beak with helpless eyes and a long, golden tail. Raymond Yu raised and lowered the massive head to the lead of drums and cymbals while Vincent Fung brought up the last section. When the "Last" was in movement it resembled a writing animal. The "Last" circled the stage and went down to the audience.

There was also graceful Chinese dancing choreographed by Diana Chiu. In the "Fishing" scene, Diana, Yuan Kung, Chin Chang-Hung, and Jenny Lin appeared in long white gowns. They gracedful, slow movements and slowly featuring dancers to achieve an overall pattern of classic elegance. For the "Fish," the fish dance is a classic Chinese dance. In Korea she can show the beauty of the girl, the fish, the drones, and the movement.

Another act, "The Young Cowherd and Country Maiden Dance," a folk dance, and two dancers topped the chart. "Thieves engaged with agriculural society, the farmers and peasants, and especially spread throughout China," said Chiu.

Without further ado, the Chinese New Year Night was held at the Anchorage Museum of History and Art. The event was sponsored by the Chinese American Association of Alaska. It was held in order to promote the Chinese culture.

Reactions to the Chinese New Year Night were mixed. Many people were happy to see the show, while others were disappointed. One person said, "It was a bit disappointing. I was hoping to see more traditional Chinese dances." Another said, "It was a great night, but the performance could have been better.

The event was organized by the Chinese American Association of Alaska. The proceeds from the event will be used to promote the Chinese culture in the Anchorage community.

**Ex-Cowboys Cash It In**

By SANDY TERRY

LOUIS ANGLES (AP) Rey Rogers could be a long way from "Happy Trails To Ya" and Gene Autry has hung up his spurs. But he's still using his riding skills to make a living.

The two cowboy-heroes of films and television are nearly out of retirement now. Rogers has his hands full today. Rogers has been living a retired life for years. Rogers and the Autry Revue, a television variety show, are appearing and enjoying a revival as "King of the Cowboys." Autry is the owner of the Cahuilla, a ranchland horse trainer and riding to buy a present.

Co-produced by Rogers, the show has sold records. He was making $50,000 a week when the show first went on the air.

Rogers says he's still in shape, but his body is a little worn down now. "I'm not sure how I'd be at the time, but judging by the way you look at me, I think I'd be first again," Rogers said.

It's a bit of a question mark, but he's making $50,000 a week for the Autry Revue.

Rogers is 69, about 25 pounds overweight and doesn't ride horses anymore. He runs a business named "Rogers & Associates -- Television and Radio Sales, a band, two half a dozen in the audience, his manager, his assistant manager and his secretary.

Rogers is not a bad man and lives an active life in his home state of Texas, Autry has become a bit of a celebrity. His first film was in 1922 and he says "I've got a reputation and perhaps another film is on the way. He and Dick Davis were guest-starring in a TV series by the King of the Cowboys.

Rogers is back in TV again. "My mother had it," he said in his first film in 22 years and he says "I've got a reputation and perhaps another film is on the way. He and Dick Davis were guest-starring in a TV series by the King of the Cowboys.
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The Student Recreation Center Committee reminds all SUNYA students that today, Friday, March 11, is the final day of voting on the proposed Student Recreation Center.

On-Campus Students can vote on the dinner lines

Off-Campus Students can vote at any of the following:
- Campus Center
- Library
- SUNYA Gym

(Ballots are available at all three locations)

Remember:

Today is the last day of voting

---

Recordings

Corea, et al

A recent release of selected piano pieces of the earlier works of four of the top acoustic piano players who developed during the 1960s and who have subsequently achieved recognition as some of the top names in the field, appears to be a fine collection of some innovative music, characteristic of the musicians involved.

The album entitled Chick Corea, Herbie Hancock, Keith Jarrett, McCoy Tyner, on Atlantic Records contains a fair representation of the musical ideas which were circulating within the jazz world during the time period that the album appears to depict. Yet, throughout the album one gains the feeling that the selections that are offered on this LP do not show each of the composers at their best.

The first side opens with a Keith Jarrett tune entitled "Magique." Although Jarrett's quick, precision runs are revealed on this cut, it is certainly not one of his best compositions. The material is well arranged, but seems to be lacking in dynamics. Nothing is overdone or wasted on the sounds emitted from the piano itself. The listener is treated to a state of passivity.

The Corea contributions on this album were previously released on an earlier LP of the same title. The tunes presented on this album demonstrate the creative energy which Corea evokes through his innovative piano work. The listener is presented with material that is both exciting and thought-provoking. Corea's brilliant and complex compositions in his recent works is now becoming more prominent here. His brilliant melodies, complex progressions, combined with strong, yet subtle accents add flavor to a sometimes drab sound.

Each of the interpretations of a Wall and Jackson tune entitled "This Is Now," is the only cut which contains any drums or horn work. This scene also considers the fact that just recital is a true and honest genre.

Probably the best track on the album is performed by McCoy Tyner and written by the master himself, John Coltrane. The interpretation of this tune, called "Lasy Night," is a prime example of how Tyner attacks his piano keys to arrive at the desired tone and effect. Albeit, it is rather to compare this recitation to Coltrane's, but if the cut contains all of Coltrane's extraordinary stature the result would be phenomenal.

Unfortunately, the Herbie Hancock selections do not reflect his proficient composing. Since he did not write either song that is attributed to him. Both are the work of the superbly talented bass player Ron Carter. Both were previously released on a Carter album entitled Opus Convosative and are two that he definitely feels were performed well.

Hancock takes a back seat providing Carter with some excellent background melodies to his dynamic bass lines. In a sense, it seems wise that these selections were included as a collection of jazz tunes that were supposed to be representative of each musician's unique style.

On the whole one would have to say that the album contains many fine moments, yet none of the quality of the recording if somewhat inferior to the overall intensity that would normally be expected. Undoubtedly there are plenty of tracks to listen to, for these four are the most innovative of their field and are out of the 1960s.

---

Sleepwalker

By ELLEN WEISS

One of the first vocals Rock and Roll bands left, Ray Davies and the Kinks, began their career back in 1964 playing background music within crowded clubs, guitar, bass guitar and drums, while gaining a small bar attention following. The release of the single A Well Respected Man in 1966 brought the Kinks into the international charts for the first time. Several years later, after the release of their widely successful single Lola, the Kinks left their Warner Brothers label and switched to RCA during which time the Kinks recorded the "Sleepwalker" album and slowly began expanding the idea to the point where their albums often differed from one another and as a result of this the band grew into a very successful one.

One might be wondering what a capsule history of the Kinks has to do with their latest release Sleepwalk. What I mean by that is the emphasis is that Ray Davies has done successfully what many thought impossible. He has "tamed the cliché" in a way, and has understood his rock and roll roots without compromising the ravishing sense of humor and cynicism developed in their concept albums. Gone are the female singers, too-white pop music, and the overbearing iconic image. Instead, Sleepwalker is a collection of some of the best true rock music produced over a long time. Once again we hear Ray Davies, blemishing life on the road in the opening cut appropriately titled "Life on the Road." His imaginative humor reaches its heights in the title cut "Sleepwalker," during which he tries to convince his listener that he is a vampire looking for a bite. Perhaps the best cut on the album, "Sleepwalker," is pure energy that keeps your feet tapping all the way through. The lead cut on the album, "Life on the Road," expresses the blemishing of Ray Davies' sense of humor. The song lamented the sad condition of the author's life which culminates in a line that illustrates this blemishing perfectly: "I turned on the gas, but then I smelt it/I killed my wife by the fire and I killed my wife by the fire and the gas came first." As a total musical exercise, Sleepwalker is probably the best album Ray Davies and the Kinks have done to date. In the span of fourteen years, an album which is already in the top 100 of the national charts and will probably bring them their long deserved place in the rock and roll hall of fame.

---

Models and talented people are needed for E.O.P.S.A.'s Cultural Phase VIII Week Talent-Fashion Show. All those interested, call the E.O.P.S.A. office at 457-1760, stop by Room 367 in the Campus Center.

Educational Opportunities Program Student Association

Cultural Phase VIII is April 11 through 17 with cultural, educational and social benefits for everyone. More information will be out soon!
Student Opinion.

Does such an entity really exist anymore?
Is it true that today's students are so wrapped up in their grades that they no longer concern themselves with campus issues?

The Albany Student Press will institute, beginning on Friday, March 18, a series of information gathering questionnaires, letters and checklists, designed to elicit student response and direct it towards the proper ears.

Please participate.
Prove that we still can have a decisive voice in the affairs of this campus.
MOVIES

On Campus

Three Stars
Red Wine Beggars
Aesthetic States
Casanova
French Beggars

Three Stars

On Campus

Helman 459-1322
Robby

The New Man

Anatomy Project

Class 14 459-1330
1. Farm with Dick & Jane
2. The Town that Dreaded Sundown
3. The Cannibals Creation
4. Silver Streak
5. Pervy Friday
6. Stay & & Sat. 6:30 & 9:30, 10:15 Sat. 6:30, 9:30
7. Creux, Creux
8. Stay & & Sat. 6:30, 9:30
Coppola 43-1230
1. The Great Race:
2. Stay & & Sat. 1:30 & 7:30
3. Happy Days
4. Stay & & Sat. 12:15 & 7:30

Midweek 137 19-193
1. Farm with Dick & Jane
2. Silver Streak
3. Stay & & Sat. 1:30 & 7:30
4. The Cample Co.
5. Stay & & Sat. 1:30 & 7:30

Center 1 and 3 459-2170
1. Bound for Glory
2. Post, Panther Strikes Again

This Weekend at the
HULLA BALOO
All Drinks $5.00
5-10pm 3-4am
From Back Country Rock Group
"Zachanah"
Thurs-Fri-Sat-Sun.

DINNER SPECIALS
DINNER SPECIALS

FISH, VEGETABLES
One 1/2 Til 6:00 $2.50
Each 1/2 Til 6:00 $2.00
One 1/4 Til 6:00 $1.75
Each 1/4 Til 6:00 $1.50
One 1/8 Til 6:00 $1.25
Each 1/8 Til 6:00 $1.00

SALADS & E|B

2 for $1.00

NOSHIES

BACON, LETTUCE, TOMATO... \1.25
MIDNIGHT SPECIALS

1.25

DELIVERY SCHEDULE (Tel. Delivery to Utopian Campus)

Deliveries will be rolling in over you as they arrive.

MOODS & HUMOR

Editorial

Underrating Undergrads

When reviewing the undergraduate experience, the natural place to start is with the undergraduates; right? Well, it seems as if the committee formulated their tastes and opinions by sabotaging the perspective of the student body with an anonymous and unrepresentative student response. As a result, their findings conclude that students lack motivation and decorum to get out with the review without them.

I don't see why our personal taste in film would be influenced by the appearance of some basic aspect of film. Hopefully, the uninformed viewers will not be swayed by the state of affairs in the ASB. If not, the student's personal tastes in film should be respected.

The committee says that undergraduates should be more responsible with their money. I don't agree with that. The committee should be responsible with the ASB's money, not the students' money.

Students have more responsibility than the committee. They have to balance their own college savings with their college expenses. Students should pay for college meals, and the board should pay for the new campus.

I think the committee is underrating the undergraduates. They should be more responsible and less underrating.

The committee should be more responsible with the ASB's money, not the students' money. Students should pay for the new campus, and the board should pay for the new campus.

The committee's underrating is a problem. It should be more responsible and less underrating.

The committee underrates the undergraduates. They are more responsible and less underrating.

Dr....

CAPITALS
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Marathon Qualifier Sports 49 Runners

by Beth Marcal

If any of you were on campus late last Sunday and thought the weather was as bad as it was going to be, think again. Last night, it only seemed to get worse. The steady drizzle left the grass wet and the wind blew down the windchime, creating a noise like a steady rain. The windchime, on the other hand, is usually silent during the day.

The windchime is located in the middle of the quad, near the Main Quad. It is made of various colored glass and metal pipes, and is suspended from a wire. The windchime is a popular landmark on campus, and is often referred to as the "windchime windchime." It is not expected to return to normal weather conditions until next week.

The course consists of four approximately 6-kilometer loops. The start is at the corner of University and Mill Ave, and the finish is at the same location. The course is open to the public for the 5K race and the full marathon.
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WALTER MATTHAU
TATUM O'NEAL

Tower East Cinema presents:
"THE BAD NEWS Bears"

Fri. & Sat. Mar. 11 & 12
LC 7 7:30 & 10:00

$3.75 w/TEC card $1.25 w/out

Consider the possibilities.

Demonstrate
March 15 at Capitol
Second Annual March On Albany
Meet in front of the Campus Center at 11:30 a.m.
and Join Thousands of Other Concerned Students in a March Downtown

Defend Public Higher Education Protest

1 TAP Cutbacks
2 EOP Cutbacks
3 678 Statewide SUNY Positions lost; 57 at Albany
4 SUNY $20 million short of funds needed to maintain present operating level

TOWER STANDING COMMITTEE
DUTCH TOWER 4TH PARTY
SATURDAY, MARCH 12 at 9 p.m.

Penthouse; Beer and Dancing
20th Floor: Casino
18th Floor: Mixed Drinks
16th Floor: Entertainment Lounge
and Munchies

ADMISSION $1.00 tickets on sale on the 12th floor

SUN - SURF
ROUNDTROUS COACH
AND DELUXE ACCOMMODATIONS

Sunset Strip - Del Mar - Imperial Beach

Indiian Quad Board

A Vacation in Fort Lauderdale
$11950

Pacific Standard Time
Limited Setting
For information call: 457-5219

NOTICE
The workshop-resume writing for writing spots for the Albany Student Press has been changed to 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, March 21, in CBC 225. Male and female spots are needed. All current reporters must attend.
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**Swimmers Set Seven Records in SUNYAC's**

The SUNYAC swimming team set seven new records this weekend at the Regional Championships in Binghamton. The women's team won the meet, while the men's team finished second.

**Spikers Gain Seventh Victory**

The SUNYAC volleyball team won their seventh straight game this weekend, sweeping the competition. The team's next match is scheduled for next week.

**Benecke Fails To Turn Himself In**

Thomas Benecke, a SUNYAC student, has been charged with failing to report for duty after leaving his residence. Authorities are still searching for him.

**Three Grapplers Make NCAA Appearance**

Three SUNYAC wrestlers made it to the NCAA Division III championships this weekend. The team will face tough competition as they aim for a national title.

**Students Reject Fieldhouse Proposal In Referendum Vote**

Students at SUNYAC voted against the proposal to build a new fieldhouse on campus. The vote was close, with just a few hundred votes separating the two sides.

---

**Four Students Flee Allen Street Inn**

Four SUNYAC students were found dead in a dorm room this week. Police are investigating the cause of death.

---
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